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FireSIGHT and FireAMP Mobile Provide Visibility and Control Needed to Identify and Block Mobile Malware
on Enterprise Networks
Bracknell, UK – June 18, 2012 -- Sourcefire, Inc. (Nasdaq: FIRE), a leader in intelligent
cybersecurity solutions, today announced new advancements for delivering increased visibility and control
to help enterprises protect against advanced threats that result from mobility and Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD) challenges. The combination of FireSIGHT® and the newly introduced FireAMP™ Mobile solution
provide organisations with Information Superiority that helps them identify mobile devices connecting to
the network, determine whether a device is at risk and then take measures to protect it.
As organisations seek to securely integrate mobile, and especially employee-owned, devices into their
corporate enterprises, Sourcefire provides significant and critical environmental data – delivering
comprehensive visibility into threats, vulnerabilities, devices, operating systems, applications, users,
network behavior and files on the network. The company then applies intelligence to this data so that
users can create a baseline for decision-making and rapidly adapt and respond to new changes and threats
introduced.
“In today’s mobile enterprise, where BYOD is becoming the norm, organisations need an increased level
of intelligence that allows them to identify risky behavior and applications on employee devices, so that
they can take measures to protect corporate assets,” said Martin Roesch, founder and CTO of Sourcefire.
“Sourcefire’s approach to Information Superiority provides organizations with an unparalleled level
of context and intelligence so that they can take the appropriate measures to block mobile malware from
spreading through the corporate network.”
With FireSIGHT, enterprises benefit from increased visibility into the number and types of devices
connecting to the network (iPhones/iPads, BlackBerries, Android devices and more), as well as the
applications they are running. It then inspects mobile protocols to identify vulnerabilities and
potential attacks against these devices.
FireAMP Mobile integrates cloud-based analysis capabilities to determine if a mobile application is
malware, enabling it to deliver real-time protection against newly discovered threats. It also empowers
organisations to block and control malicious applications, and unwanted applications, while allowing
those deemed trustworthy.
FireAMP Mobile also enables users to generate powerful reports that provide important threat
intelligence, specific to their environments. These reports include the top mobile malware incidents and
blacklisted and/or non-whitelisted apps that have been installed on mobile devices.
FireSIGHT and FireAMP Mobile are available now.
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Sourcefire, Inc. (Nasdaq:FIRE), a world leader in intelligent cybersecurity solutions, is transforming
the way global large- to mid-size organizations and government agencies manage and minimize network
security risks. With solutions from a next-generation network security platform to advanced malware
protection, Sourcefire provides customers with Agile SecurityTM that is as dynamic as the real world it
protects and the attackers against which it defends. Trusted for more than 10 years, Sourcefire has been
consistently recognized for its innovation and industry leadership with numerous patents, world-class
research, and award-winning technology. Today, the name Sourcefire has grown synonymous with innovation,
security intelligence and agile end-to-end security protection. For more information about Sourcefire,
please visit www.sourcefire.com.
Sourcefire, the Sourcefire logo, Snort, the Snort and Pig logo, ClamAV, FireAMP, FirePOWER, FireSIGHT and
certain other trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sourcefire, Inc. in the
United States and other countries. Other company, product and service names may be trademarks or service
marks of others.
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